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Good day BSBA members.
I am Fiﬁ Sharplin and I have been
asked to get our online
newsle>er FLOWER PRESS up and
running again. I hope you will ﬁnd
it interesEng or at least readable!
Do let me have anything you
think might be worth including.

Message from Chair
GreeEngs to you all and
welcome to the new ediEon of
Flower Press. We all look
forward to being entertained
and informed with news of
BSBA events, ouEngs and dates
for the diary…....Liz
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RECENT EVENTS

OUR STAND AT THE N.E.C.
We had a lot of interest in our group with
many people admiring the artwork.
It was a busy Eme but most enjoyable
talking to people with so many diﬀerent
skills. I got into conversaEon with a reEred
headmistress who painted ﬂowers onto
plates and ﬁred them herself in her garage!
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Jane Edwards kindly arranged for twelve of us
to visit the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew on the
10th November.
Jane arranged for us to meet
Lynn Parker who gave us a very
interesting talk on early
botanical illustrators.
We saw some paintings on
vellum by Verelst (1608-1710)
Georg Ehret (1708-1770) who
worked for Carl Linnaeus and
Franz Bauer (1758-1840) who
was made the ﬁrst botanical
illustrator at Kew with an
annual salary of £300!
Pierre Joseph Redoute, a Belgian
artist is perhaps the most well
known Botanical Illustrator.
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We learnt that the Botanical Magazine, founded
by William CurEs in 1787 is the longest running
botanical periodical of plants in the world and is
sEll in print today.
William Jackson Hooker (1785-1865) became the
editor of CurEs’s Magazine in 1826 and the
journal’s sole illustrator, a considerable task. He
was an accomplished illustrator but was swamped
by the work load and began looking to take on
another illustrator.
He was introduced to Walter Hood Fitch
(1817-1892) and realised his talent and eﬃciency.
He paid him 10 shillings a week to make
illustraEons for the magazine soon becoming
indispensible, accurate and fast.
Fitch became the sole arEst for the Magazine and
produced more than 12,000 illustraEons in his
lifeEme!
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Recent Workshops

Guy William Eves

Ann Swan Workshop

In August the Society had the
honour of a visit from Guy
William Eves.
He is a Fellow Member of the
Chelsea Physic Garden
Florilegium Society;
A member of the SBA where he
received both highly commended
and the president’s award; and is
also a silver gilt RHS medalist.
Guy talked members through his
unique journey from a design
background to his love of
Botanical Art.
If anything on the day he proved
that no one needs a studio (his is
the corner of a spare bedroom)
full of expensive equipment to
produce beauEful botanical art,
just good observaEon skills,
paper, pencils and dedicaEon.
Much fun was had on the day
with amusing comments about
his superior sharpening tools (a
piece of sandpaper stapled to
wood!) In all a wonderful day and
Guy has promised to visit again
next year.

In September Ann Swan visited. Ann is an acclaimed graphite and coloured
pencil artist. She has four RHS Gold Medals, her work is in the coveted
Shirley Sherwood Collection and the RHS Lindley Library. Ann also has
many other awards from the SBA and UKCPS.
Ann used her fabulous teaching techniques to demonstrate “Tricky
Textures”, obviously not tricky to Ann, but the furry texture of a peach to
name but one, tested many members of BSBA’s pencil skills. A wonderfully
informative workshop enjoyed by all.
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Painting leaves with Dianne Sutherland in November
Dianne’s workshop was
most interesEng, learning
about colour mixing using
some of her favourite
shades. She only has
primaries in her pale>e,
preferring to mix all her
colours from these.
Dianne started with a
detailed drawing of a leaf
then wet her paper twice
before using a graded
wash and painted the leaf
in secEons.

Once everything was dry she began to build up the
shaded areas with dark paint on the edges to create a
pillow eﬀect. A ﬁlbert brush was used to spread the
paint. So many marvellous Eps, new and old to
remember!
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There will be a sale of Botanical
books from Keith Larkin.
Dec. 17th. Do
come.
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